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0 of 0 review helpful Read my review before buying this book By LZmothership I hope you know what you re doing 
This book is NOT straight forward a novice reading this will just get confused and end up well probably dead although 
he does give you the factual modern Instructions what he says is NOT what he means and research the metaphores and 
read this book accurately always go the wet way Our A modern day quest that echoes the ancient alchemists rsquo 
work to discover the elixir of life bull Provides an overview of alchemical practices in the ancient world from Europe 
to China bull Reveals the alchemical secrets for creating this elixir in clear scientific language In 1989 while 
attempting to extract precious minerals from his property a wealthy Arizonan obtained a mysterious white material 
that initially defied scientific a The final section of Cox s book reveals what he asserts is the final alchemical secret 
which can lead us to a new era of enlightened immortality or a hellish self created doom His trust that now is the time 
and we are the people who are ready to actualize t 
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